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ALE COMPLETE LOAD-IN OPERATIONS FOR AIRCRAFT CARRIER PROJECT

ALE has completed the final load-in operations for the Queen Elizabeth Class aircraft carrier
project, by completing its work on the second carrier, HMS Prince of Wales, at Rosyth Royal
Dockyard, UK.
The project involves the construction of the largest complex warships ever to be built for the
Royal Navy. The carriers were fabricated in blocks at six locations throughout the UK and
ALE’s scope included the weighing, jacking and skidding, site movement, load-out and loadin at the integration yard in Rosyth.
During this phase, ALE has performed 26 load-in operations of sections ranging from 230t –
11,500t, utilising a variety of SPMT configurations reaching up to 448 axle lines for the heavier
lower block. ALE also skidded the forward section of the second aircraft carrier, weighing
26,500t - the heaviest item to ever be skidded by ALE in the UK.
John Davis, Senior Sales Manager for ALE, said: “One of the key factors of the project was
the co-operation between ALE branches. This included our team who were responsible for the
skidding of the heaviest piece, the forward section which weighed 26,500t.
“We are proud to be involved in such a prestigious project and would like to thank all teams
involved for their hard work to execute the work safely and on schedule. As our scope of work

draws to a close, this project represents a major milestone for us and showcases our
capabilities in the shipbuilding market.”
In 2013 ALE completed their scope for the first warship, HMS Queen Elizabeth and in October
last year skidded the final sections for the second warship, HMS Prince of Wales.
Now the load-in scope for the whole project is complete, ALE will perform the final two
weighings at the Rosyth Yard, the integration yard for both of the Aircraft Carriers.

ENDS
Image 1: ALE skidding one of the sections.

NOTES TO EDITORS
Founded in 1983 by Roger Harries, ALE delivers a highly tailored, end-to-end service
covering every aspect of the handling, transportation and installation of heavy, indivisible
loads, including lifting, transporting, installing, ballasting, jacking and weighing.
ALE delivers strategic heavy-lift services to a wide range of sectors, including civil, oil and
gas, energy, nuclear, offshore, renewables, petrochemical, ports, marine, minerals and
metals and mining.
ALE has more than 30 offices across Europe, the Far East, Africa, America, South America,
the Middle East and Australia. It is fully compliant with international standards of safety and
excellence, including Quality standard ISO 9001:2008, Environmental standard ISO
14001:2004, and Health and Safety Standard OHSAS 18001:2007. ALE is also registered
and qualified in the Achilles Norway and Link-up systems, and is a member of both the
British Safety Council and the British Standards Institution.
Further information can be found on the ALE website at www.ale-heavylift.com

